
Since 1984
You are not alone. 
We help you to become unique.

www.univerre.ch
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Editorial
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Dear Customers,
Dear Partners, 
For more than 35 years we have been striving to offer to every customer the best 
solution for their product. Glass is the packaging of the future, and we aim to contribute to 
its development.
All products, which you will discover on the following pages, illustrate our know-how in 
the glass industry, which our 91 employees in Switzerland put on every day to guarantee 
your perfect glass packaging. 
Supporting our customers also means surpassing ourselves every day to provide you the 
best experience. For this reason, we have strongly invested in digital transformation in 
recent years. These investments help to address your concerns and needs more quickly. 
To be able to meet your requirements and needs we always try to adapt to the actual 
market conditions. We are therefore proud to be able to surprise our customers with a
digital printer from September 2020. The personalization of everyday objects is 
indispensable today and is also gaining ground in the area of the beverage industry. 
Extraordinary and innovative designs are currently very much desired and can be realized 
with a digital printer, even for limited or small series.   
Univerre has always been dedicated to topics related to glass. It is all the more pleasing 
that this wonderful material has been so well-received in recent years. Thus we are proud 
to support environmental awareness in society by offering you a sustainable and unlimited 
reusable product. 
On behalf of all Univerre employees, I would like to thank you for your trust and 
commitment.

“For more than
35 years we have 
been st r iv ing 
to offer to every 
customer the 
best solution for 
their product .”

Fabio Naselli Feo
CEO Univerre
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Our promise

«Excellence in Glass» 
For us, success means customer satisfaction. 
Our 91 employees in Switzerland are proud 

to contribute to Univerre‘s success.
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Key figures

3 Offices 
Sierre | Effretikon | Bioley-Orjulaz

4 Warehouses 
Sierre | Effretikon
Bioley-Orjulaz | Bedano

91 Employees*
Valais, Sierre: 59
Zurich, Effretikon: 7
Vaud, Bioley-Orjulaz: 25

*including subsidiary 
 Martin Transports SA

Our mission, vision and values

Univerre offers every customer 
the ideal solution for glass 
packaging or drinking glasses

Excellence in glass

More than 35 years of experience

One of the leaders in the distribution 
of glass packaging in Switzerland

No. 1 in Switzerland for the personalization 
of glass packaging and drinking glasses 

No. 1 in Switzerland for industrial bottle 
cleaning

Company

Mission

Employees

Vision

Selection of over 700 products
Wine
Beer
Spirituous beverages
Soft drinks
Food | Milk

Products Experience

Values

Performance
Excellence
Customer proximity
Transparency
Environment and sustainability 
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Swiss family business with more than 35 years of experience



Branch opening in the industrial district of 
Ile Falcon in Sierre. Installation of a washing 
line with a capacity of 6 million bottles. The 
invention of the «Désirée» wine bottle and the 
implementation of the screw cap for the Swiss 
market.

Foundation of the company
Pro Uva SA.
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Univerre, over 35 years of experience

Purchase of the decoration 
company Hupka SA in La Tour-
de-Peilz.

Relocation of Univerre Deco (formerly 
Hupka SA) to the “La Vuagire” industrial 
district in Bioley-Orjulaz, where the bottle 
stock is also located.

Purchase of a new automatic 
washing line with a capacity of 
24 million bottles.

Opening of the distribution platform 
in Effretikon, Zurich for the German-
speaking part of Switzerland.

Renovation of the washing 
line in Sierre.

Relaunch and rename of 
MyGlass.ch to Glassmania.

Opening of the distribution 
platform in Bioley, Vaud for 
the French-speaking part of 
Switzerland.

Start of the Digital Transformation 
of Univerre Pro Uva. 

Introduction of a digital printer: an 
incredible variety of new possibilities 
for personalization and customization 
opens up.

Opening of the distribution 
centre in Bedano, Ticino for 
the Italian-speaking part of 
Switzerland.

Opening of a sales 
office in Effretikon, 
Zurich

Establishment of the homepage 
MyGlass.ch. The first steps towards 
digital transformation have been 
initiated.

3D glass printer: Start of the 
cooperation with ETH Zurich 
to push the development of a 
3D glass printer.

Introduction of automatic procurement 
through artificial intelligence and digital 
goods management to ensure better 
traceability from supplier to customer.

Internet of things: start 
of the development for 
a Smart Bottle.

1984 1987 1990 2000

2010

2013

2020

2016

2020

2017 2017

20182019

2008 20012006 2002

Our success is based on competence, passion and the development of each individual.



Innovation

«Digital Transformation» 
We believe that digital transformation 

is a significant element for our partners.
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The Univerre customer platform where you can:
- Place your orders directly online
- Plan your yearly requirements
- Find all information about your deliveries and invoices 
- And much more

Due to the increasing demand from private customers and 
small companies we launched Glassmania. A homepage on 
which you can quickly and easily personalize glass online. 
Shipping throughout all of Europe.

The development of an intelligent bottle: imagine being able 
to know in real-time who opened your bottle.

The digital printer opens up an incredible variety of new 
possibilities for personalization. Photos or reliefs can be 
printed directly on the glass to attract even more customer 
attention.

Univerre has developed a modern and efficient warehouse and 
delivery management system as part of the UBI program. Since 
February 2020, the signature on the paper delivery note has 
been replaced by a digital signature.

Cooperation with ETH Zurich to push the development 
of a 3D glass printer.

Innovation
Glassmania

IoT - Internet of Things

Piazza

Digital printer

3D glass printer

UBI
Electronic delivery notes



Glass packaging

«Univerre Distribution» 
With a selection of over 700 glass bottles,

Univerre leaves nothing to be desired.
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Univerre offers a selection of over 700 glass 
bottles, packaging glasses, and drinking 
glasses in all segments.

As one of the leaders in Switzerland and the preferred 
partner of the largest glass factories in Europe, 
Univerre is the market leader in terms of width and 
depth of glass packaging.

Univerre Distribution

Your own bottle shape

Stand out from the market with a personal 
shaped bottle or with a relief. If you take a 
closer look at the trends in the packaging 
industry, you can see that branded packaging 
will become increasingly significant in the 
future. Univerre supports you from idea to 
implementation.

+
700
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Refinement of glass 

«Univerre Deco» 
With 6 million personalization per year, 

Univerre has the know-how to impactfully 
print your glass bottles or drinking glasses.
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Univerre Deco

The Swiss printing center of Univerre Por Uva is fitted out with the latest technologies 
to effectively refine your drinking glasses or glass packaging. The different types of 
printing enable your glass packaging to set the scene optimally.

Silkscreen
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Eco-Friendly
Digital printing consumes less energy.

No limits to your creativity
A photo, a picture, or a memory. Become an artist and 
transform your glass packaging into a unique piece of art.

All senses combined
Appeal to all customers’ senses and print a relief 
with up to 0.6 mm onto your glass packaging.

Every product becomes unique
How would it be, if your customer gets the glass packaging or drinking 
glass with his name or numbering on it? Each product becomes unique 
and can be adapted to the needs of the consumer.

Speed & Flexibility
A precise and fast printing process. 
Changes or modifications can be made on short notice.

Digital Printing

Digital printing
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Sustainability

«Univerre Washing» 
As the number 1 in industrial bottle washing
in Switzerland, Univerre always endeavours
to work sustainably for the environment.
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Univerre Washing

With a capacity of 24 million bottles per year, 
Univerre is the number 1 in Switzerland for industrial bottle cleaning.  

The state-of-the-art washing line for bottle cleaning in the canton of Valais impresses with the removal of self-adhesive labels 
and the automatic sorting of shapes and colours. Due to the constant microbiological controls and the positive ecological balance, 
Univerre is highly valued as a partner for industrial bottle cleaning.
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«Thank you» 
We would like to thank you for the collaboration 

and the trust you have placed. 
We are already looking forward to future projects.
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Excellence in glass
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Univerre Pro Uva SA
Ile Falcon | CH-3960 Sierre
T +41 27 451 25 25
F +41 27 451 25 29
sierre@univerre.ch

Univerre Pro Uva SA
Route de Bettens 34 | 1042 Bioley-Orjulaz
T +41 21 977 20 00
F +41 21 977 20 10
bioley@univerre.ch

Univerre Pro Uva AG
Im Langhag 15 | CH-8307 Effretikon
T +41 52 355 39 40
F +41 52 355 39 49
effretikon@univerre.ch

Suisse romande | Univerre DecoSiège | Hauptsitz | Sede | Head office 

Deutschschweiz | Ticino

www.univerre.ch 08
.2

02
0

Univerre Distribution
Univerre Lavage | Waschglas | Lavaggio | Washing
Univerre Deco

Vos contacts | Ihr Kontakt | I Vostri contatti | Your contacts

«excellence in glass»

Univerre Distribution

Univerre Lavage
Waschglas

Lavaggio 
Washing Univerre Deco 

Suivez-nous sur:
Folgen Sie uns auf:
Seguici su:
Follow us:


